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Get it while it's hot!
 

Make the most of our Christmas Specials...

Good reason to be ball-ed overGood reason to be ball-ed over
    

    

  
Reserve yours >Reserve yours >

  
A handy-A handy-cap for you for you
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Reserve yours >Reserve yours >

  
Why not bag it?Why not bag it?

  

  
Reserve yours >Reserve yours >

  
Up your short game Up your short game 
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Reserve yours >Reserve yours >     

  
Your last hole can feel like your firstYour last hole can feel like your first

  

  
Reserve yours >Reserve yours >

  
The best way to carry your clubsThe best way to carry your clubs
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Reserve yours >Reserve yours >

  
Revamp your golfing wardrobeRevamp your golfing wardrobe
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Reserve your favourite >Reserve your favourite >

EOGA weekly tip

With Keagan Beyer (EOGA King David Mowbray)

Got green to work with?

Many golfers select the incorrect club or shot type when they are near the

green.

1. Little fairway, large amount of green

In the below image you can see there’s a little fairway and a relatively large

amount of green. Many people have a wedge they always chip with, and

generally it’s the sand wedge or lob wedge.
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2. The pitch shot

This is a pitch shot played by Vusi Mabeka – Assistant Trainee Teacher –

using a lob wedge. He had to make a big swing with this selection of shot

and a miss hit is more likely to happen when a player makes a big swing

with lots of wrist action. (also refer to picture 1 – red line)

 

3. The chip shot

This is a chip shot, played by Keagan Beyer – Head PGA professional – using

a 8iron. The swing is a lot smaller than the pitch shot, leading to a lower

chance of miss hits. This shot should be played with the arms like a putting

stroke. Some players even opt for a putting grip when playing a low chip and

run. (also refer to picture 1 – green line)

 



Next time you come up short of the green, think about how much green

there is between the ball and the hole and choose the right club!

For more help, contact your nearest EOGA coach:

André at andre@eoga.co.za or 082 860 4977

What matters most to you?

 

 

Without us influencing you in any way, please click on the link below now

and answer just one (required) question about your relationship with the

game of golf.

Answer now >Answer now >

 

 

mailto:andre@eoga.co.za
http://www.arabellaproshop.co.za/pages/simple-satisfaction-survey


 

This is a genuine attempt in collaboration with hundreds of other clubs and

PGA Professionals to have a better understanding of what golfers want out of

the game.

 

While we'd be interested to read the

speci c answer you've given (to help



speci c answer you've given (to help

us to a better job of delivering more

value to you), we won't be sharing

your name with anyone. You will

remain anonymous.

 

If you haven’t already done soIf you haven’t already done so
Now you know this is a very short and very private survey – no personal

details required. So go on,

Answer now >Answer now >

 

Think about your golf

 

Discovering what has the most impact on your scorecard is a fun start to

your improvement journey. It’s the first step on the way to shooting new

lows. So, we want you to keep some simple statistics over your next 4

rounds and then we want you to come see us for an assessment. We’ll start

with fairways found off the tee.
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“The number of fairways found off

the tee box is an important

performance measure. And by the

way, improving this statistic also

in uences how much you’re likely to

enjoy your round, as well as offering

an opportunity to get you below 90.”

 

Book your skills assessmentBook your skills assessment
Get an insight into your game. Discover what you could improve quickly.

Let’s plan an improvement journey together. 

Contact us >Contact us >

http://www.arabellaproshop.co.za/contactus
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